
Aqua Clutch Instructions and Supply List 
By Kathy Frye 
 
This bag uses both the Sunny Happy Skies and Puppy Park fabric lines by Bella Blvd. 
 
Skill level – confident  ~ Time of project – about an hour 
 
Dress up this bag with buttons, flowers, rick rack! 
 
Fabric Cutting Requirements 
(fat quarter of each fabric is plenty) 
 
2 pieces of AQUA LACE5.” x 8.5” 
2 pieces AQUA LACE1.75” x 16” 
2 pieces  AQUA STRIPE 2” x 8.5” 
2 pieces LINING 7.5” x 8.5” 
2 pieces FUSIBLE FLEECE 7.5” x 8.5” 
9” aqua zipper 
4” Ribbon 3/8” wide for zipper pull 
An assortment of BELLA Buttons! 
Rick Rack Trim 
 
Bag Front 
Fuse the fusible fleece to the back side of the lining, then with the FF facing up; layer the Aqua 
fabric RSUp along the bottom edge, then place the Stripe fabric RSDown along the top edge of 
the aqua fabric, with raw edges together.   
Sew with a 1/4” seam through all layers.  Press the STRIPE Fabric away from the aqua fabric; it 
will cover the fusible fleece. 
 
Repeat this process for the BAG BACK. 
Square up both Front and Back, to 6.5” x 8” 
 
Sew the zipper face down onto the top edge of the bag front.  Press the front of the bag away 
from the zipper, top stitch along the edge of the front.  Now sew the other side of the zipper to 
the right side of the bag back, press and top stitch. 
Make the handle by sewing the 2 long stripes together lengthwise. Press the seam open.  Fold 
the raw edges in to meet the seam allowance, press, then fold the handle on the seam, press 
and sew close to both long edges. 
Cut a piece of the handle 2” in length.  Fold the small handle piece around a ‘D’ ring; baste it to 
the side, near the top edge (the end that the zipper closes).  Baste it with raw edges together.  
Take the remaining piece of handle and turn under the 2 ends and sew it to a ‘clasp’. Set this 
part of the handle aside till the bag is finished. 
 
Embellish the bag!   



I used a variety of Bella Blvd BUTTONS!  Use different sizes and colors.  I sewed them along a 
piece of bias that I sewed down in a wavy line. 
Or sew on some Rick Rack in a wavy line.  Use a “Baby Blooms a Bella” by Bella Blvd.  Take the 
sticky dots off of the back of 2 ‘blooms’.  Then take the button off of 1 bloom, and layer it under 
the 2nd bloom.  Sew the fuller bloom to the bag front right through the button holes.  Add a 
couple of leaves using a fusible product, then stitch down the middle of each leaf. 
 
Open the zipper up.  With the zipper in the middle and the right sides facing each other, sew 
the 2 side and bottom seams (1/4”)  
Zig Zag stitch the seam allowances to prevent raveling. 
Flatten the bottom of the bag, and sew 1” from the edge to make corners in the bottom of the 
bag. 
 
Turn the bag right side out, and put the ribbon pull on the zipper. 

 
 
 

 


